


ProCall Analytics 3
The analysis tool for ProCall Enterprise



ProCall Analytics is an add-on module for ProCall Enterprise, which displays your communication data in clearly 

arranged dashboards.

ProCall Analytics 3
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NEW:
• Evaluation of softphone calls

• Change to server licenses

• ProCall 7 Enterprise support



• Evaluation of softphone calls

• Change to server licenses
• All ProCall Enterprise users of UCServer can use ProCall Analytics
• Regardless of the number of users

• Support for ProCall 7 Enterprise (older versions 4/5/6 are not supported)

ProCall Analytics 3: What is new?
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Clearly arranged dashboards
Customer  dashboard Employee dashboard Project dashboard
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Vorführender
Präsentationsnotizen
Here is an overview of what these clearly arranged dashboards look like. The left dashboard shows a view by customer. How many calls were held with a customer? How long did an average call last? All this information is displayed in various pie and bar charts. The middle dashboard shows a view by employee. What is the availability of an employee? The duration of calls and further information is shown here. The right dashboard shows a view by project. For example, how many calls were held for a project and how long did they last?The knowledge gained helps a company to draw conclusions and take appropriate action. 



Call volume
Number of calls per customer

Call duration per customer
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Vorführender
Präsentationsnotizen
Let us now take a closer look at individual evaluations:The call volume clearly shows how many calls have been made per customer, how many of them were initiated by the customer and how they were directly answered or forwarded. The same is also evaluated for the call duration per customer. 
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Personnel planning
Number of calls Number of unanswered calls
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Vorführender
Präsentationsnotizen
The information on how many calls per hour are made and received during the course of a day and how many of these remain unanswered is an important indicator for future personnel planning. If a lot of phone calls are missed around lunchtime because the number of available employees is too low, a company might consider introducing two lunch breaks, for example, or scheduling part-time employees so that the phone is better staffed during lunchtime. 



Service level

Unaccepted 
connections

Drill Down Function

Detailed information on unaccepted 
connections
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Vorführender
Präsentationsnotizen
The service level is the most important key figure for the telephone availability of a company. How many seconds did it take to answer a call and how many of them were not answered at all? The drill-down function provides a company with even more detailed information about why the calls were not accepted. For example, was it mainly due to the fact that the employees were all on the phone or were most of them in an appointment and could therefore not answer the calls? Here again, a company can find a starting point for its future personnel planning. 



Minimal configuration effort
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ProCall 7 Enterprise ProCall Analytics 3

Vorführender
Präsentationsnotizen
By evaluating your communication data, you receive valid information on questions such as:At what times is the call volume highest?Which customers cause the highest telephone traffic?At what times is the service level lowest?Which projects tie up the most telephone resources?What is the actual service level? (not a perceived "gut feeling" but concrete numbers)



Responsive and secure
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Browser based responsive 
application

Your personal data 
protected

Vorführender
Präsentationsnotizen
Since ProCall Analytics is a browser-based, responsive application, it can be used with all common browsers and on almost all devices. In addition, personal data is protected at all times due to an extensive authorization system. Evaluations at group level can be restricted, for example. Thus, ProCall Analytics can also be used in restrictive scenarios and fulfils requirements that are traditionally set by a works council. 



Export feature
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Vorführender
Präsentationsnotizen
ProCall Analytics offers companies the possibility to not only view the reports and dashboards in a browser, but also to export them. Currently an export as PDF, CSV, XML or HTML file is possible. The reports can be further processed, e.g. for a management summary. 



This allows companies to:

• Develop action measures (assigning personnel specifically, identifying training potential) 

• Optimally document telephone times (basis for billing)

An optimization of processes is only possible if meaningful measured variables are available as a 

basis.

The recording, preparation and presentation by ProCall Analytics is crucial for this.

Advantages through evaluation of communication data
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Vorführender
Präsentationsnotizen
Through a continuous evaluation of the communication measures, companies gain two decisive advantages:On the one hand, they are able to derive appropriate measures for any action that needs to be taken. They can allocate their personnel more specifically or identify training potential. On the other hand they can optimally document telephone times. Especially in companies where telephone times are the basis for billing, this precise documentation is an advantage. This means that these telephone times are always calculated correctly for a customer and can also be verified if required. In summary: An optimization of processes is only possible if meaningful measured data is available as a basis.>The collection, preparation and presentation of the data is crucial for this. ProCall Analytics offers companies exactly this. 



ProCall Analytics 3 topology
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Always up-to-date!
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support.estos.de

estos.com/produkte/procall-analytics
General product information

Technical information

my.estos.de
estos partner portal and shop

https://support.estos.de/
https://www.estos.com/produkte/procall-analytics
https://my.estos.de/


estos Benelux BV
Hanzestraat 27
7006 RH Doetinchem
The Netherlands

Tel: +31 0314 791030

sales@estos.nl
www.estos.nl

estos GmbH
Petersbrunner Str. 3a
82319 Starnberg
Deutschland

Tel: +49 8151 36856-177
Fax: +49 8151 36856-199

info@estos.de
www.estos.de

estos Italia srl
Via del Cotonificio, 37/1
33100 Udine
Italy

Tel: +39 0432 546462
Fax: +39 0432 425577

info@estos.it
www.estos.it

mailto:sales@estos.nl
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mailto:info@estos.de
http://www.estos.de/saleskampagne
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